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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] US 6,556,541 discloses a method for dissemi-
nating MAC addresses for discovered network devices
through a plurality of network switches which cooperate
to enable maintaining multiple active paths between such
devices. Where a plurality of network switches cooperate
through load balancing protocols to enable simultaneous
use of multiple paths between, protocols of the present
invention permit newly discovered MAC addresses at-
tached to ports of an edge switch to be disseminated
through the network switches. When an edge switch de-
tects a device having a previously unknown MAC ad-
dress, a MAC address information packet is generated
and disseminated from the edge switch the other
switched of the same load balance domain.
[0002] Fig. 1 depicts simple network 100 that includes
layer 2 Ethernet switches (or IEEE 802.1D bridges) 101,
102 and 103. According to the Spanning Tree Protocol
("STP"), one of the devices of network 100 (in this exam-
ple, device 102) will be designated as the "root" according
to various criteria. For example, a root device may be
chosen because it is the closest to the center of a network.
[0003] According to STP, root device 102 is the root of
a loop-less tree topology that spans all bridges in the
network. This topology will not permit traffic to flow on
certain links (e.g., link 104), in order to prevent loops and
to allow the network devices to do the learning required
for proper forwarding of packets. Information is passed
between the bridges using the STP so that each bridge
can independently decide which port(s) to block to form
the tree topology. In this topology, bridge 103 will block
its port 109 to break the loop - based on the fact that
bridge 102 is the root bridge.
[0004] (Although these terms can have different mean-
ings when used by those of skill in the art, the terms
"packet" and "frame" will sometimes be used inter-
changeably herein.) For example, if no learning has yet
taken place, when host A first sends frame 110 to host
C, switch 101 will receive the frame from A and flood all
non- blocked ports. When switch 102 receives frame 110
on port 107, switch 102 learns that A is in the direction
of port 107 and will flood to all non-blocked ports except
port 107. Similarly, switch 103 will receive frame 110 on
port 108 and will learn that A is in the direction of port 108.
[0005] Although spanning tree protocol provides for
the orderly flow of packets, it does not allow for all links
in the network to be used. However, blocking links serves
useful purposes. Looping is probably the biggest problem
solved by blocking ports to create a tree topology. For
example, if link 104 were not blocked, frames would loop
both clockwise and counter-clockwise between devices
101, 102 and 103. If link 104 had not been blocked, switch
103 could receive frames from A on port 109 and would
then learn that A is in the direction of 109. This change
in learning would repeat and therefore frames would

sometimes be forwarded to A via ports 108 and some-
times via port 109. Moreover, packets could arrive out of
order, because later-transmitted packets could take a
shorter path (link 104) and arrive before earlier-transmit-
ted packets via links 105 and 106.
[0006] Moreover, current forwarding techniques re-
quire increasingly larger (and consequently more expen-
sive) memories dedicated to forwarding tables. Referring
again to Fig. 1, a blade server is attached to port 112:
blade switch 115 has 16 attached blades 120, each of
which acts as a server in this example. Each device in a
network, including each blade in a blade server, has a
globally unique 48-bit media access control ("MAC") ad-
dress. Blade servers are becoming increasingly common
and are adding significant numbers of MAC addresses
to a network.
[0007] Moreover, in the near future it may become
commonplace for a single physical server to act as a
plurality of virtual machines. In this example, each of serv-
ers 120 acts as 16 virtual machines and therefore each
requires 16 MAC addresses. This makes a total of 256
MAC addresses that are required for the devices at-
tached to blade switch 115, each of which will be sending
and receiving frames via port 112. If switch 103 is a 256-
port switch, it is conceivable that each port may have an
attached device with a comparable number of MAC ad-
dresses. This means that over 65,000 (2562 = 65,536)
MAC addresses could be associated with the ports of a
single switch. If switches 101 and 103 each had over
65,000 associated MAC addresses, the forwarding table
of root switch 102 would need to store over 130,000 48-
bit MAC addresses merely for two switches. Therefore,
as increasing numbers of physical and virtual devices
are deployed in networks, forwarding tables are becom-
ing larger and the associated storage devices are requir-
ing greater capacity and becoming more expensive.
[0008] It would be desirable to address at least some
shortcomings of the prior art. For example, it would be
desirable to use the links that would ordinarily be blocked
according to the spanning tree protocol. Moreover, it
would be desirable to improve currently-deployed for-
warding methods and devices so that smaller forwarding
tables and associated memories can be deployed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] Any occurrence of the term "embodiment" in the
description has to be considered as an "aspect of the
invention", the invention being defined only in the ap-
pended independent claims. The present invention pro-
vides increased usage of network links and allows for the
use of smaller forwarding tables and consequently small-
er associated memories. According to some aspects of
the invention, a combination of STP and Multipath meth-
ods are implemented in a network. In some such aspects
of the invention, frames are forwarded between switches
not only according to MAC addresses, but also according
to hierarchical addresses that may include switch IDs
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and/or local IDs. Switch IDs do not need to be globally
unique, but are unique within a particular network. Local
IDs are unique within a particular switch. Some preferred
implementations allow frames to be transported across
the network without changing the ordering of the frames
to devices requiring in-order delivery.
[0010] In some preferred implementations of the inven-
tion, core switches do not need to learn MAC addresses
of all host devices attached to the network. Instead, core
switches need only learn the switch IDs of each core
switch and each edge switch, and the appropriate exit
port(s) corresponding to each switch. In such implemen-
tations, an edge switch needs to know the MAC address
of each device attached to that edge switch (along with
the attached port’s Local ID), the MAC address of each
remote device that is in communication with an attached
device (along with its Switch ID and Local ID) and the
Switch ID of every other switch in the network (along with
the appropriate exit port(s) to reach it).
[0011] Some aspects of the invention provide a method
of forwarding frames in a network. The method includes
these steps: populating a switch forwarding table ("SFT")
of each active core switch and edge switch in a network
with the switch address of every other active core switch
and edge switch in the network; populating a first local
media access control ("MAC") table with MAC addresses
of local host devices attached to a first port of a first edge
switch; populating a first remote MAC table with remote
addresses of remote host devices that are attached to
other ports and that have been communicating with at
least one of the local host devices; receiving a frame from
a first host device; and determining whether a destination
MAC address indicated in the frame is included in first
remote MAC table. The remote addresses may include
MAC addresses and hierarchical addresses.
[0012] The SFTs are preferably populated according
to a protocol that determines least cost and equal cost
paths. Preferably, SFT entries are not aged out. Some
aspects of the method involve depopulating SFTs in re-
sponse to topology change notifications. The topology
change notifications may be in the form of negative MAC
notification ("MN") frames, which are described in detail
herein.
[0013] When it is determined that the destination MAC
address indicated in the frame is not included in the first
remote MAC table, the method may also include the steps
of encapsulating the frame with the first port’s hierarchical
address to create an encapsulated frame and flooding
the encapsulated frame according to the spanning tree
protocol ("STP"). The method may also include the steps
of receiving, by a second edge switch, the encapsulated
frame and determining whether the second edge switch
has a second local MAC table that includes the destina-
tion MAC address.
[0014] If it is determined that the second edge switch
has a second local MAC table that includes the destina-
tion MAC address, the method may include these steps:
adding the source MAC address and the hierarchical ad-

dress of the encapsulated frame to a second remote MAC
table of the second edge switch; removing the hierarchi-
cal address from the encapsulated frame to form a de-
capsulated frame; and forwarding the decapsulated
frame to a second host device attached to a second port
and having the destination MAC address.
[0015] The method may include the step of indicating
whether the first port needs to receive frames in order.
Some such aspects of the invention also include the steps
of receiving, by a core switch, the encapsulated packet
and updating the core switch’s SFT to indicate that
frames should be forwarded to the first edge switch via
STP. The method may involve returning a second frame
from the second host device to the first host device via
a least cost path, the second frame indicating the first
host’s MAC address, the second host’s MAC address
and the first port’s hierarchical address.
[0016] The method may also include these steps: re-
turning a MAC notification frame from the second port to
the first port via a least cost path and updating the first
remote MAC table to include the second host’s MAC ad-
dress and the hierarchical address of the second port.
The MAC notification frame can include a hierarchical
address of the second port, the first host’s MAC address
and the second host’s MAC address. The method may
also include the step of sending a MAC notification frame
from the first port to the second port indicating that the
first port needs to receive frames in order.
[0017] All of the foregoing methods, along with other
methods of the present invention, may be implemented
by software, firmware and/or hardware. For example, the
methods of the present invention may be implemented
by computer programs embodied in machine-readable
media. Some aspects of the invention can be implement-
ed by individual network devices (or portions thereof,
such as individual line cards) and other aspects of the
invention can be implemented by multiple devices of a
network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention may best be understood by ref-
erence to the following description taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, which are illustrative
of specific implementations of the present invention.

Fig. 1 is a simplified network diagram that illustrates,
inter alia, the use of Spanning Tree Protocol.

Fig. 2 illustrates one example of a simplified network
that includes devices configured to perform some
hierarchical addressing methods of the invention.

Figs. 3A-3C are block diagrams that include core
switches, edge switches and associated forwarding
tables that could be used according to some aspects
of the invention.
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Fig. 4 provides one example of a frame that could
be used to implement some aspects of the invention.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart that outlines a method of the
invention.

Fig. 6 is an exemplary MAC Notification ("MN") frame
that can be used to implement some aspects of the
invention.

Fig. 7 is a simple network diagram that illustrates
some implementations of the invention.

Fig. 8 is a flow chart that outlines some methods of
the invention.

Fig. 9 is a flow chart that outlines alternative methods
of the invention.

Fig. 10 illustrates a network device that could be con-
figured according to some aspects of the invention.

Detailed Description of Some Preferred Embodi-
ments

[0019] Reference will now be made in detail to some
specific embodiments of the invention including the best
modes contemplated by the inventors for carrying out the
invention. Examples of these specific embodiments are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the in-
vention is described in conjunction with these specific
embodiments, it will be understood that it is not intended
to limit the invention to the described embodiments. On
the contrary, it is intended to cover alternatives, modifi-
cations, and equivalents as may be included within the
spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the ap-
pended claims. Moreover, numerous specific details are
set forth below in order to provide a thorough understand-
ing of the present invention. The present invention may
be practiced without some or all of these specific details.
In other instances, well known process operations have
not been described in detail in order not to obscure the
present invention.
[0020] This application is related to United States Pat-
ent Application No. 11/078,992, (Attorney Docket No.
CISCP409), entitled "Fibre Channel Over Ethernet" and
filed on March 10, 2005, to United States Patent Appli-
cation No. 11/084,587, (Attorney Docket No. CISCP404),
entitled "Ethernet Extension for the Data Center" and filed
on March 18, 2005 and to United States Patent Applica-
tion No. 11/094,877, (Attorney Docket No. CISCP417),
entitled "Network Device Architecture for Consolidating
Input/Output and Reducing Latency" and filed on March
30, 2005 (collectively, the "Cross-Referenced Applica-
tions"), all of which are hereby incorporated by reference
in their entirety. Some implementations of the invention
are made in the context of Data Center Ethernet ("DCE"),
e.g., as described in detail in the Cross-Referenced Ap-

plications. As such, many implementations of the inven-
tion involve networks that are composed, at least in part,
of DCE switches. Similarly, the frames that are used to
implement many aspects of the present invention are
DCE frames. However, the present invention is not lim-
ited to the DCE context. For example, the present inven-
tion may advantageously be used in networks that have
no Fibre Channel component.
[0021] Accordingly, the present invention provides ad-
vantageous methods for implementing DCE networks
and other networks, such as Ethernets. The invention
allows most frames to be forwarded according to least
cost path ("LCP"), which will sometimes be used synon-
ymously herein with the term equal cost path ("ECP") or
equal cost multipath ("ECMP"). According to some as-
pects of the invention, a combination of STP and LCP
methods are implemented in a network. The invention
allows increased usage of network links, as compared
to methods that solely use conventional STP.
[0022] In some such aspects of the invention, frames
are forwarded not only according to MAC addresses, but
also according to "hierarchical addressing," which will pri-
marily be discussed herein with reference to switch IDs
and local IDs. Switch IDs do not need to be globally
unique, but should be unique within a particular network.
Local IDs are unique within a particular switch. In pre-
ferred implementations, hierarchical addresses are add-
ed by an edge switch after a frame is received from an
attached host device and are stripped out by an edge
switch before a frame is forwarded to an attached host
device.
[0023] In some preferred implementations of the inven-
tion, core switches do not need to learn MAC addresses
of all host devices attached to the network. Instead, core
switches need only learn the address (e.g., the switch
ID) of each core switch and each edge switch, and the
appropriate exit port(s) corresponding to the ECP to each
switch. In such implementations, an edge switch needs
to know the addresses of each device attached to that
edge switch, the address of each device that is in com-
munication with an attached device and the address of
every other switch in the network. Preferably, the local
ID of a destination is only evaluated after a frame has
reached the destination edge switch. Accordingly, the
invention allows for the use of relatively smaller forward-
ing tables than were heretofore possible and conse-
quently allows network devices to have smaller associ-
ated memories.
[0024] Fig. 2 illustrates one example of a simplified net-
work that includes devices configured to perform some
hierarchical addressing methods of the invention. Net-
work 200 is a DCE network in this example. However, in
alternative implementations of the invention, network 200
could be another type of network, such as an Ethernet.
Network 200 includes edge switches 210, 230 and 240,
as well as various attached devices. Switch 220 is a core
switch. Switch 201 connects servers 202, 203 and 204,
and is in communication with edge switch 210 via port
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205. Host device 207 is also attached to edge switch 210.
Host devices 231 and 232, as well as blade switch 235,
are attached to edge switch 230. Host device 245, as
well as blade switches 250 and 255, are attached to edge
switch 240.
[0025] It will be appreciated by those of skill in the art
that such blade switches and the associated blades are
often collectively referred to as "blade servers." Moreo-
ver, those of skill in the art will also realize that there is
normally more than one blade switch deployed in each
blade server. However, for the sake of simplicity, such
redundant switches and connections are not illustrated
herein.
[0026] In addition to MAC addresses, hierarchical ad-
dresses are used to forward frames in network 200 ac-
cording to the present invention. According to some pre-
ferred implementations of the invention, a hierarchical
address can include a switch ID and a local ID. Although
such IDs will often be described as numbers, these IDs
could be assigned in any convenient manner, e.g. as
symbols, combinations of symbols and numbers, etc.
Some examples of such hierarchical addresses and their
uses will now be described.
[0027] According to some implementations of the in-
vention, each core switch and edge switch in network
200 has a switch ID: edge switch 210 has switch ID "3,"
edge switch 230 has switch ID "4," edge switch 240 has
switch ID "1" and core switch 220 has switch ID "2." Each
switch ID is locally significant and should be unique within
network 200, but switch IDs need not be globally unique.
However, there are a limited number of switch IDs avail-
able in a network. According to some implementations
of the invention, switch IDs are 12 bits wide, but switch
ID numbers could be any convenient width. For example,
one alternative implementation features 8-bit switch IDs
and another has 16-bit switch IDs. Nonetheless, it is pref-
erable that a switch ID is expressed by a relatively small
number of bits (e.g., smaller than the 48 bits assigned to
MAC addresses), so that a relatively smaller memory is
required.
[0028] Each switch of network 200 also preferably as-
signs local IDs, which have meaning within a particular
switch and need only be unique within one switch. In
other words, according to some implementations of the
invention the same local ID maybe used in switch 210
and switch 240, but the local ID can have a different
meaning in each case. In other implementations of the
invention, local IDs are unique within a particular network.
Local IDs may be used, for example, to identify individual
network device components, such as switch ports or line
cards. According to some implementations of the inven-
tion, local IDs are 14 bits wide, but local IDs could be any
convenient width.
[0029] In some preferred implementations, a local ID
is assigned to each port of an edge switch. For example,
port 243 and port 244 will each have a single local ID,
even though port 243 is connected to device host 245,
having a single MAC address, and port 244 has is con-

nected to blade switch 240, having multiple MAC ad-
dresses. In such implementations, the maximum number
of local IDs is controlled by the number of ports of the
switch. For example, if a switch has 256 ports, it would
require only 256 local IDs, despite the fact that many
more than 256 MAC addresses may be assigned to de-
vices attached to that switch. In alternative implementa-
tions, a local ID could be assigned to a line card, a proc-
essor (such as an ASIC), etc.
[0030] As port 205 receives frames from each of serv-
ers 202, 203 and 204, port 205 learns that devices having
the MAC addresses of servers 202, 203 and 204 are in
the direction of link 208. Each port of an edge switch
populates a local MAC table ("LMT"), which includes a
list of all MAC addresses of devices that are reachable
via that port. For example, port 205 would populate a
local MAC table with the MAC addresses of switch 201
and servers 202, 203 and 204.
[0031] Each device in a network will not be talking to
every other device in the network. For example, it has
been observed that a server normally only communicates
with a few thousand other servers. By populating a for-
warding table with addresses for only a subset of all de-
vices on the network, a great savings of memory space
may be attained.
[0032] Therefore, each port of an edge switch also pop-
ulates at least one remote MAC table ("RMT") per switch
with the addresses of remote devices with which attached
local devices have communicated or want to communi-
cate. Preferably, an RMT makes a correspondence be-
tween the MAC addresses and the hierarchical address-
es of the network port such devices are attached to. In
some implementations, there will be an RMT for each
line card. In alternative implementations of the invention,
an RMT may be shared by all ports of a switch.
[0033] LMTs, RMTs and switch forwarding tables
("SFTs," a/k/a "switch ID tables") will now be discussed
in more detail with reference to Figs. 3A, 3B and 3C. Fig.
3A is a block diagram that includes switches 310, 320,
330, 340 and 350, and their associated forwarding tables.
In this example, edge switches 310, 340 and 350 each
have multiple LMTs, at least one RMT and an SFT,
whereas core switches 320 and 330 have only an SFT.
[0034] Accordingly, each core switch and edge switch
has an SFT. Except as noted elsewhere herein, SFTs
are populated mainly through the use of protocols known
in the art, such as the Intermediate System to Interme-
diate System ("IS-IS") protocol or the Open Shortest Path
First ("OSPF") protocol. RFC 2178 contains relevant in-
formation and is hereby incorporated by reference. When
each core or edge switch comes on line, its topology is
advertised among all switches and shortest path compu-
tations are made, e.g., according to the Dijkstra algo-
rithm. Except as noted below with respect to "InOrder"
bits, etc., this process is not data driven.
[0035] Fig. 3B indicates the contents of SFTs 317, 327,
337, 347 and 357, which correspond to switches 310,
320, 330, 340 and 350, respectively. SFT 317, for exam-
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ple, includes the address of each other core or edge
switch in the network. In this example, each such address
is in the form of a switch ID. However, in alternative im-
plementations, these addresses could be in the form of
a MAC address. The switch ID of switch 310 itself is "1,"
but switch 1 does not need to be indicated on its own
SFT 317. Therefore, SFT 317 includes only the switch
IDs for switch 320 ("Sw2"), switch 330 ("Sw3"), switch
340 ("Sw4") and switch 350 ("Sw5").
[0036] In addition, SFT 317 indicates the exit port to
which frames should be forwarded according to the LCP
or ECP to each of the indicated switches. There is a single
port corresponding to each of switch IDs Sw2, Sw3 and
Sw5, because each port is part of a LCP. For example,
there is a clear shortest path between switch 310 and
switch 320 ("Sw2) via exit port P5. Therefore, there is
only a single port, P5, corresponding with Sw2. However,
there are 2 equal-cost paths between switch 310 and
switch 340 ("Sw4"). Therefore, port P5 and port P6 are
both associated with Sw4.
[0037] Referring again to Fig. 3A, it will be observed
that edge switches maintain multiple LMTs, preferably
one for each port. When the MAC address for each host
device in communication with a port of an edge switch is
first received, the MAC address will be added to the as-
sociated LMT. For example, port P1 has attached host
devices H1 and H2. LMT 311 is associated with port P1,
so the MAC address of attached host devices H1 and H2
will be added to LMT 311, as shown. LMTs 312, 313,
314, 342 and 352 are populated in a similar fashion.
[0038] Each port of an edge switch also populates at
least one RMT per switch with the addresses of remote
devices with which attached local devices have commu-
nicated or want to communicate. Preferably, an RMT
makes a correspondence between the MAC addresses
and the hierarchical addresses of such remote devices.
According to some implementations, RMTs may be
shared among multiple ports. For example, ports P1 and
P2 are both connected to line card 318 and share RMT
315. Similarly, ports P3 and P4 are both connected to
line card 319 and share RMT 316.
[0039] As used herein a "remote device" may be a de-
vice attached to another edge switch or a device attached
to another port of the same edge switch. This point is
illustrated by RMTs 315 and 316 of Fig. 3C. Because
there has been at least one conversation between host
devices H1 and H5, RMT 315 for port P1 includes the
MAC address of "remote device" H5 and the associated
hierarchical address of port P4, to which remote device
H5 is attached (Sw1, P4). Similarly, RMT 316 for port P4
includes the MAC address of remote device H1 and the
associated hierarchical address of port P1, to which re-
mote device H1 is attached (Sw1, P1). The population
of RMTs will be described in more detail below with ref-
erence to Figs. 4-9.
[0040] According to some implementations, each entry
in an RMT contains an aging timer. The timer may be
reset, e.g., when a unicast frame addressed to an edge

port using this RMT is received from a core switch and
has a source MAC address corresponding to the RMT
entry. If the timer expires, the RMT entry is removed.
[0041] Fig. 4 illustrates exemplary frame 400, having
an address header according to some aspects of the in-
vention. Those of skill in the art will realize that other such
frame formats are within the scope and spirit of the in-
vention, and that the formats shown and described herein
are merely illustrative. Global DA field 405 includes the
destination MAC address and global SA field 410 in-
cludes the source MAC address. The description of fields
415 set forth in the Cross-Referenced Applications is
hereby incorporated by reference. However, the contents
of address header field 450 (which in this example is
called a DCE address header) warrant additional com-
ment.
[0042] Version field 455 is a 2-bit field in this example.
In this example, it is set to 0 initially, with other values
reserved for future changes to the format. Here, the
source/destination ("S/D") bit 460 is set to 1 if the hierar-
chical address is the source port’s address or set to 0 if
the hierarchical address is the destination port’s address.
[0043] InOrder bit 465 is used for causing frames to
follow the STP instead of the LCP/ECP, to allow for the
use of host devices that require strict ordering of frame
delivery. The use of InOrder bit 465 will be described in
more detail below. Two reserved bits 475 are set to 0
and reserved for future use.
[0044] In this example, fields 470 and 480 indicate a
two-part hierarchical address. Those of skill in the art will
realize that hierarchical addresses could include more or
less than two parts. In this example, the 12-bit Switch ID
field 470 is an unique value associated with a core switch
or an edge switch. The 14-bit Local ID field 480 is unique
only within a single switch and is used to direct a frame
to the correct egress port. In some implementations, a
TTL field may be added to the address header.
[0045] Method 500 of the invention will now be de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 5. The steps of method 500
(as well as those of other methods shown and described
herein) are not all necessarily performed in the order in-
dicated. Moreover, methods of the invention may include
more or fewer steps than are shown.
[0046] In step 505, a port of an edge switch receives
a frame. In step 510, it is determined whether the desti-
nation MAC address is on an RMT that is used by the
port. If the destination MAC address is on the RMT, the
frame is forwarded to the hierarchical address indicated
in the RMT (step 560).
[0047] However, in some instances it will be deter-
mined in step 510 that the destination MAC address is
not on the RMT. Suppose, for example, that port 211
(see Fig. 2) receives a frame from host 207 that is ad-
dressed to host 232, a destination that is not in the RMT
used by port 211. This could be, e.g., because there has
been no previous conversation between hosts 207 and
232 or because a previous RMT entry had an aging timer
that expired.
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[0048] In step 515, a device within switch 210 (e.g., a
processor associated with port 211) will encapsulate the
frame with the port’s hierarchical address. In this exam-
ple, the switch ID is 3, so switch ID field 470 will indicate
"3." Similarly, the local ID of the port is 50, so local ID
field 480 will indicate "50." S/D bit field 460 will be set to
"1," because the hierarchical address is the source port’s
address.
[0049] In step 520, the frame is then flooded to all ports
of switch 210 (except, preferably, the source from which
the frame originated) and received by neighboring
switches (step 525). The frame is flooded according to a
normal Ethernet STP, except that the intermediate
switches preferably do not perform the normal type of
STP learning. Each switch that receives the frame will
determine whether it has an LMT that includes the des-
tination MAC (step 530) and, if not, the switch will flood
the frame without any learning. For example, switches
201 and 220 would flood all ports with the frame without
performing any learning, because switch 201 has no LMT
with the MAC address of host 232 and switch 220 is a
core switch that has no LMT.
[0050] However, edge port 233 of switch 230 does
have the MAC address of host 232 in its LMT. Therefore,
edge port 233 would add the hierarchical source address
of the frame and the source MAC address indicated in
field 410 to edge port 233’s RMT. (Step 535.) Edge port
233 would also forward the frame to host 232 (step 540),
preferably with the hierarchical address removed: in pre-
ferred implementations edge switches add and remove
hierarchical address. Host devices do not need to proc-
ess hierarchical address or even be aware of them.
[0051] Edge port 233 can now return a frame to host
207 having a global DA 405 indicating the MAC address
of host 207, global SA 410 indicating the MAC address
of host 232, switch ID field 470 indicating "3," the switch
ID of switch 210 and local ID field 480 indicating "50,"
the local ID of port 211. (Step 545.) This information may
be obtained from the recently-updated RMT of edge port
233. S/D bit field 460 will indicate "0," because the hier-
archical address is that of a destination.
[0052] The returned frame does not need to follow
STP, but instead can be sent according to a least cost
path, according to an SFT of switch 230. Accordingly, in
this example, the frame could be returned via port 234
and link 217, which was blocked according to STP and
not used when the original frame was sent.
[0053] When switch 210 receives the returned frame
it is inspected by port 214, which determined that the
frame includes a hierarchical destination address be-
cause S/D bit field 460 indicates "0." Port 214 inspects
switch ID field 470 and determines that switch 210 is the
destination switch and determines that the destination
port is port 211 (local ID = 50). Accordingly, port 214
forwards the frame to host 207 via port 211.
[0054] However, the returned frame does not indicate
the hierarchical source address of host 232, so switch
210 cannot populate an RMT based only upon informa-

tion in the returned frame. Therefore, according to some
implementations of the invention, a special MAC Notifi-
cation ("MN") frame is returned (step 550) in order to
allow switch 210 to update its RMT with the hierarchical
source address of host 232. (Step 555.) Thereafter, traffic
can continue to flow between host devices 207 and 232
via the shortest path, which is link 217.
[0055] MN frames are generated by edge ports to-
wards the core of the network to another edge port. When
MN frames are received by the remote edge port, they
are preferably processed and consumed: MN frames
should not flow out an edge port unless the port is con-
figured to have the hosts terminate the address learning.
Any frame carrying the MN header preferably does not
have any data payload.
[0056] One exemplary MN frame format is illustrated
in Fig. 6. MN frame 600 has many of the same fields as
a data frame according to the invention. However, field
655 indicates that MN header 660 follows. Version field
665 is currently set to 0, with other values reserved for
future changes to the format.
[0057] Positive MN field 665 indicates whether MN
frame 600 is a positive or a negative MN frame. In this
example, Positive MN field 670 is set to 1 if this is a pos-
itive MN frame and is set to 0 for a negative MN frame.
Positive MN frames cause an edge port to learn a new
hierarchical address mapping and negative MN frames
cause an edge port to remove a MAC to hierarchical ad-
dress mapping. Positive MN frames should be unicast
directly to the edge port that needs to learn the address
mapping by using the source hierarchical address in a
frame from that source, as indicated by switch ID field
470 and local ID field 480 (see Fig. 4) of the data frame
containing the hierarchical source address which trig-
gered the positive MN.
[0058] Negative MN frames are flooded to the desti-
nation(s), e.g., because the frame triggering the negative
MN frame generation did not contain a source hierarchi-
cal address. In addition, this broadcast will accelerate
removal of stale MAC to hierarchical address mappings
in all remote edge ports when a host goes away/moves.
If a switch goes down, new shortest path computations
are made and the SFTs are updated accordingly. How-
ever, this does not affect the LMTs or RMTs. If a port
goes down (or if an attached host device is disconnect-
ed), the port’s LMT is purged. In order to notify the other
devices in the network of this change, a negative MN is
used. If the device is connected to another port in the
network, its location must be re-learned and the associ-
ated LMT and RMTs must be re-populated.
[0059] The InOrder bit 675 is used to indicate that the
source of the MN frame requires strict ordering of frame
delivery. The 2 reserved bits 685 are now set to 0 and
reserved for future use.
[0060] Some proprietary (legacy) systems need to re-
ceive frames in order. It will be observed that at certain
times, frames are being routed according to STP and at
other times frames are being routed according to the
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ECP/LCP. There are certain instances in which frames
could arrive out of order, e.g., when changing from STP
to LCP. For example, just before the RMT of port 211 is
updated to indicate the MAC and hierarchical address of
host 232, it is possible that host 207 had just sent a frame
to host 232 via a longer path according to STP (via switch
220) and might then send another frame to host 232 via
the shorter LCP (link 217), which could arrive out of order.
[0061] According to some implementations of the in-
vention, an "InOrder" bit of a data frame (e.g., InOrder
bit 465 illustrated in Fig. 4) or an MN frame’s DCE Ad-
dress Header (e.g., inside field 450 illustrated in Fig. 6)
is used to cause frames to follow STP instead of LCP in
case end hosts require strict ordering of frame delivery.
In some such implementations, when a frame indicating
a hierarchical source address (e.g., a data frame having
S/D bit field 460 set to "1") also has the InOrder bit set,
this indicates that the source should receive packets in
order. Any device that forwards such a packet will learn
that packets should be sent to the switch ID of the orig-
inating switch via STP and will update its SFT accordingly
based on the port the frame was received on. This is an
exception to the general rule that SFTs are not normally
updated by "learning," but instead are normally populated
prior to the exchange of data frames between switches.
If a frame indicating a hierarchical destination address
(e.g., a data frame having S/D bit field 460 set to "0") also
has the InOrder bit set, this indicates that the frame
should be forwarded to its destination according to STP.
[0062] Use of the InOrder bit according to one imple-
mentation of the invention will now be described with ref-
erence to Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 includes switches A, B, C
and D. Port 701 with MAC_A in switch A needs to receive
frames in "in-order" mode. Port 705 with MAC_B in switch
B is in normal mode; in other words, port 705 does not
need to receive frames in "in-order" mode. Switches C
and D are core switches. Link 710 is blocked by STP.
[0063] Conventional Ethernet switches learn the
Source MAC addresses and age the entries out using an
aging timer. Traffic that flows toward a learned source
MAC address uses the above entry learned from the
source MAC. The aging timer ensures that a huge
number of stale entries corresponding to end-host MAC
addresses do not remain in the forwarding tables. Please
note that bidirectional traffic keeps the learned entries
alive and in the absence of bidirectional traffic classical
Ethernet switches restore to flooding.
[0064] According to some implementations of the in-
vention described herein, the core switches learn only
the source switch ID and they are never aged out. Since
the number of switches in the network is limited this in
general does not cause a problem. Since it is not guar-
anteed that traffic to and from a given host always takes
the same path in both directions, the proposed scheme
eliminates aging. The edge switches, when they learn
end-host MAC addresses need to learn if a given end-
host MAC needs to receive packets in-order. Also, edge
switches need to request that they need in-order service

for certain end-host MACs that connect to them. The fol-
lowing describes the invention with an example. Please
note that though MNs are used in this example, MNs are
not strictly tied to the in-order scheme and other methods,
e.g., a conventional MAC-in-MAC (IEEE standard
802.1AH) scheme, could be used in place of MNs to fa-
cilitate learning end-host MAC addresses by edge
switches.
[0065] Method 800 begins when packets are flooded
for an unknown destination from a source which requires
in-order receipt of frames. In step 805, a data frame is
received from port 701 in switch A having a global DA
value of MAC_B in field 405 and having InOrder bit 465
set. Field 460 indicates that the hierarchical address in-
cludes a source switch id (switch A). If MAC_B is a known
destination, the frame will be unicast to that destination
(step 855). However, in this example, MAC_B is an un-
known global DA value.
[0066] Based on in-order bit intermediate switches (C
and D) learn the source switch ID A (NOT the source
MAC_A). (Step 815.) The frame is flooded according to
STP. (Step 820.) Each successive switch receives the
frame (step 825) and determines whether the global DA
is on an LMT of that switch. (Step 830.) This procedure
enables the intermediate switches to forward packets ac-
cording to spanning tree on the return path based on the
destination switch id. Accordingly, since MAC_B is not
known by destination switch B, MAC_A is not learned.
Only the hierarchical address of switch A is learned by
switch B.
[0067] When the frame is received by switch B, the
determination of step 830 will be positive. A response
packet from MAC_A to MAC_B will be flooded along the
spanning tree, because the MAC_A to switch A binding
is not known by an RMT of switch B. (Step 835.) Here,
field 460 would indicate that the hierarchical address of
the frame is that of source switch B and InOrder bit 465
would not be set.
[0068] In step 845, switch A sends an MN frame along
the spanning tree with in- order bit set to switch B. Switch
B learns MAC_A and starts to send unicast frames along
the spanning tree. (Step 850.) Here, the frames would
indicate the hierarchical address of destination switch A
and InOrder bit 465 would be set.
[0069] Fig. 9 is a flowchart that outlines the steps of
alternative method 900, wherein MAC_B is known by
switch A, but MAC_A is not known by switch B. When a
frame is unicast from port 1 in switch A to MAC_B, InOrder
bit 465 is not set. (Step 905.) This frame therefore follows
the ECMP path to switch B. (Step 910.) Because switch
B does not know where MAC_A is, switch B floods the
return packets according to STP, indicating switch B as
the source and without the InOrder bit set. (Step 915.)
[0070] Switch A receives the frame (step 920) and in
response, switch A floods an MN frame with the InOrder
bit set along the spanning tree to switch B. (Step 925.)
Intermediate core switches learn the hierarchical ad-
dress of switch A. (Step 930.) Switch B learns the hier-
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archical and MAC addresses of switch A and can then
forward frames correctly along the spanning tree. (Step
935.)
[0071] According to some preferred implementations
of the invention, the rules for aging are as follows. Switch
IDs that are learned are never aged out. MACs are aged
out at the edge switches as usual and relearned as need-
ed. On a STP topology change notification, all switch IDs
that were learned are purged. If needed, STP optimiza-
tions can be applied here to preserve entries that did not
change.
[0072] Fig. 10 illustrates an example of a network de-
vice that may be configured to implement some methods
of the present invention. Network device 1060 includes
a master central processing unit (CPU) 1062, interfaces
1068, and a bus 1067 (e.g., a PCI bus). Generally, inter-
faces 1068 include ports 1069 appropriate for communi-
cation with the appropriate media. In some embodiments,
one or more of interfaces 1068 includes at least one in-
dependent processor 1074 and, in some instances, vol-
atile RAM. Independent processors 1074 may be, for ex-
ample ASICs or any other appropriate processors. Ac-
cording to some such embodiments, these independent
processors 1074 perform at least some of the functions
of the logic described herein. In some embodiments, one
or more of interfaces 1068 control such communications-
intensive tasks as media control and management. By
providing separate processors for the communications-
intensive tasks, interfaces 1068 allow the master micro-
processor 1062 efficiently to perform other functions such
as routing computations, network diagnostics, security
functions, etc.
[0073] The interfaces 1068 are typically provided as
interface cards (sometimes referred to as "line cards").
Generally, interfaces 1068 control the sending and re-
ceiving of data packets over the network and sometimes
support other peripherals used with the network device
1060. Among the interfaces that may be provided are
Fibre Channel ("FC") interfaces, Ethernet interfaces,
frame relay interfaces, cable interfaces, DSL interfaces,
token ring interfaces, and the like. In addition, various
very high-speed interfaces may be provided, such as fast
Ethernet interfaces, Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, ATM in-
terfaces, HSSI interfaces, POS interfaces, FDDI inter-
faces, ASI interfaces, DHEI interfaces and the like.
[0074] When acting under the control of appropriate
software or firmware, in some implementations of the in-
vention CPU 1062 may be responsible for implementing
specific functions associated with the functions of a de-
sired network device. According to some embodiments,
CPU 1062 accomplishes all these functions under the
control of software including an operating system (e.g.
Linux, VxWorks, etc.), and any appropriate applications
software.
[0075] CPU 1062 may include one or more processors
1063 such as a processor from the Motorola family of
microprocessors or the MIPS family of microprocessors.
In an alternative embodiment, processor 1063 is special-

ly designed hardware for controlling the operations of
network device 1060. In a specific embodiment, a mem-
ory 1061 (such as non-volatile RAM and/or ROM) also
forms part of CPU 1062. However, there are many dif-
ferent ways in which memory could be coupled to the
system. Memory block 1061 may be used for a variety
of purposes such as, for example, caching and/or storing
data, programming instructions, etc.
[0076] Regardless of network device’s configuration,
it may employ one or more memories or memory modules
(such as, for example, memory block 1065) configured
to store data, program instructions for the general-pur-
pose network operations and/or other information relat-
ing to the functionality of the techniques described herein.
The program instructions may control the operation of an
operating system and/or one or more applications, for
example.
[0077] Because such information and program instruc-
tions may be employed to implement the systems/meth-
ods described herein, the present invention relates to
machine-readable media that include program instruc-
tions, state information, etc. for performing various oper-
ations described herein. Examples of machine-readable
media include, but are not limited to, magnetic media
such as hard disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape; op-
tical media such as CD-ROM disks; magneto-optical me-
dia; and hardware devices that are specially configured
to store and perform program instructions, such as read-
only memory devices (ROM) and random access mem-
ory (RAM). The invention may also be embodied in a
carrier wave traveling over an appropriate medium such
as airwaves, optical lines, electric lines, etc. Examples
of program instructions include both machine code, such
as produced by a compiler, and files containing higher
level code that may be executed by the computer using
an interpreter.
[0078] Although the system shown in Fig. 10 illustrates
one specific network device of the present invention, it
is by no means the only network device architecture on
which the present invention can be implemented. For ex-
ample, an architecture having a single processor that
handles communications as well as routing computa-
tions, etc. is often used. Further, other types of interfaces
and media could also be used with the network device.
The communication path between interfaces/line cards
may be bus based (as shown in Fig. 10) or switch fabric
based (such as a cross-bar).

Other Embodiments

[0079] Although illustrative embodiments and applica-
tions of this invention are shown and described herein,
many variations and modifications are possible which re-
main within the concept and scope of the invention, and
these variations would become clear to those of ordinary
skill in the art after perusal of this application.
[0080] Accordingly, the present embodiments are to
be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and the
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invention is not to be limited to the details given herein,
but may be modified within the scope and equivalents of
the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of forwarding frames in a network, com-
prising:

populating a switch forwarding table, "SFT",
(317, 327, 337, 347, 357) of each active core
switch (320, 330) and edge switch (310, 340,
350) in a network with a hierarchical address for
every other active core switch and edge switch
in the network, each hierarchical address includ-
ing a switch address for each other active core
switch and edge switch and a local port ID of an
exit port on the particular active core switch (320,
330) or edge switch having the particular switch
forwarding table indicating the particular port
from which frames may be sent to each of the
other active core switches and edge switches;
populating a first local media access control,
"MAC", forwarding table (311 - 314) in a first
edge switch (310) with MAC addresses of local
host devices attached to a first port of the first
edge switch (310), together with a correspond-
ence between each of the MAC addresses and
a hierarchical address associated with the first
port, the hierarchical address including a switch
address of the first edge switch and a local port
ID of the first port in the first edge switch;
populating a first remote MAC forwarding table
(315 - 316) in the first edge switch (310) with
remote MAC addresses of remote host devices
that are attached to other ports of the first edge
device (310) and that have been communicating
with at least one of the local host devices, to-
gether with a correspondence between each of
the remote MAC addresses and a remote hier-
archical address associated with a second port
on a second edge switch to which a particular
remote host device is attached, the remote hi-
erarchical address including the switch address
of the second edge switch and a local port ID of
the second port;
receiving (505) at the first port of the first edge
switch (310) a frame indicating a destination
MAC address from a first local host device;
determining whether the destination MAC ad-
dress is included as a MAC address in the first
local MAC table;
if it is determined that the destination MAC ad-
dress indicated in the frame is included in the
first local MAC table, sending the frame from the
first port of the first edge switch (310) to a local
host device connected to the first port;

if it is determined that the destination MAC ad-
dress is not included in the first local MAC table,
then:

determining (510) whether the destination
MAC address is included as a remote MAC
address in the first remote MAC table; and
if it is determined that the destination MAC
address indicated in the frame is included
in the first remote MAC table as a remote
MAC address, determining the remote hier-
archical address associated with the remote
MAC address in the first remote MAC table,
determining, from the SFT, the local port ID
of an exit port for the switch address of the
second edge switch and forwarding (560)
the frame to the port of the first edge switch
(310) having the local port ID for sending to
the second edge switch, wherein, if the
frame is sent from the first edge switch to
the second edge switch via a core switch,
the core switch determines a local port ID
of an exit port for the second edge switch
from its SFT based solely on the switch ad-
dress of the second edge switch.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein, if it is determined
that the destination MAC address indicated in the
frame is not included in the first remote MAC table
as a remote MAC address, further comprising:

encapsulating the frame with the hierarchical
address associated with the first port to create
an encapsulated frame; and
flooding the encapsulated frame according to a
spanning tree protocol, "STP".

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the SFTs are pop-
ulated according to a protocol that determines least
cost and equal cost paths.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein SFT entries are not
aged out.

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step
of depopulating SFTs in response to topology
change notifications.

6. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step
of indicating that the first port needs to receive frames
in order.

7. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

receiving, by a second edge switch, the encap-
sulated frame; and
determining whether the second edge switch
has a local MAC table that includes the destina-
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tion MAC address.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein the topology change
notifications comprise negative MAC Notification,
MN, frames.

9. The method of claim 6, further comprising:

receiving, by a core switch, the encapsulated
frame; and
updating the SFT to indicate that frames should
be forwarded to the first edge switch via STP.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein if it is determined
that the second edge switch has a local MAC table
that includes the destination MAC address, further
comprising:

adding the source MAC address and the hierar-
chical address of the encapsulated frame to a
remote MAC table of the second edge switch;
removing the hierarchical address from the en-
capsulated frame to form a decapsulated frame;
and
forwarding the decapsulated frame to a second
host device attached to a second port and hav-
ing the destination MAC address.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step
of returning a second frame from the second host
device to the first host device via a least cost path,
the second frame indicating the first host’s MAC ad-
dress, the second host’s MAC address and the first
port’s hierarchical address.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

returning a MAC notification frame from the sec-
ond port to the first port via a least cost path, the
MAC notification frame comprising:

a hierarchical address of the second port;
the first host’s MAC address; and
the second host’s MAC address; and

updating the first remote MAC table to include
the second host’s MAC address and the hierar-
chical address of the second port.

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step
of sending a MAC notification frame from the first
port to the second port indicating that the first port
needs to receive frames in order.

14. A network, comprising:

means configured to perform the method of any
preceding claim.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Weiterleiten von Frames in einem
Netzwerk, das Folgendes beinhaltet:

Ausfüllen einer Switch-Weiterleitungstabelle,
SFT, (317, 327, 337, 347, 357) jedes aktiven
Core-Switch (320, 330) und Edge-Switch (310,
340, 350) in einem Netzwerk mit einer hierarchi-
schen Adresse für jeden anderen aktiven Core-
Switch und Edge-Switch in dem Netzwerk, wo-
bei jede hierarchische Adresse eine Switch-
Adresse für jeden anderen aktiven Core-Switch
und Edge-Switch und eine lokale Port-ID eines
Ausgangsports auf dem jeweiligen aktiven Co-
re-Switch (320, 330) oder Edge-Switch hat, wo-
bei die jeweilige Switch-Weiterleitungstabelle
den jeweiligen Port anzeigt, von dem Frames
zu jedem der anderen aktiven Core-Switches
und Edge-Switches gesendet werden können;
Ausfüllen einer ersten lokalen MAC-(Media Ac-
cess Control)-Weiterleitungstabelle (311 - 314)
in einem ersten Edge-Switch (310) mit MAC-
Adressen von lokalen Host-Geräten, die an ei-
nem ersten Port des ersten Edge-Switch (310)
angeschlossen sind, zusammen mit einer Kor-
respondenz zwischen jeder der MAC-Adressen
und einer mit dem ersten Port assoziierten hie-
rarchischen Adresse, wobei die hierarchische
Adresse eine Switch-Adresse des ersten Edge-
Switch und eine lokale Port-ID des ersten Ports
im ersten Edge-Switch beinhaltet;
Ausfüllen einer ersten fernen MAC-Weiterlei-
tungstabelle (315 - 316) im ersten Edge-Switch
(310) mit fernen MAC-Adressen von fernen
Host-Geräten, die an anderen Ports des ersten
Edge-Geräts (310) angeschlossen sind und die
mit wenigstens einem der lokalen Host-Geräte
kommuniziert haben, zusammen mit einer Kor-
respondenz zwischen jeder der fernen MAC-
Adressen und einer fernen hierarchischen
Adresse, die mit einem zweiten Port auf einem
zweiten Edge-Switch assoziiert ist, an dem ein
bestimmtes fernes Host-Gerät angeschlossen
ist, wobei die ferne hierarchische Adresse die
Switch-Adresse des zweiten Edge-Switch und
eine lokale Port-ID des zweiten Ports beinhaltet;
Empfangen (505), am ersten Port des ersten
Edge-Switch (310), eines Frame, der eine MAC-
Zieladresse vom ersten lokalen Host-Gerät an-
zeigt;
Feststellen, ob die MAC-Zieladresse als MAC-
Adresse in der ersten lokalen MAC-Tabelle ent-
halten ist;
Senden, wenn festgestellt wird, dass die in dem
Frame angezeigte MAC-Zieladresse in der ers-
ten lokalen MAC-Tabelle enthalten ist, des Fra-
me vom ersten Port des ersten Edge-Switch
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(310) zu einem mit dem ersten Port verbunde-
nen lokalen Host-Gerät;
wenn festgestellt wird, dass die MAC-Zieladres-
se nicht in der ersten lokalen MAC-Tabelle ent-
halten ist, dann:

Feststellen (510), ob die MAC-Zieladresse
als ferne MAC-Zieladresse in der ersten
MAC-Tabelle enthalten ist; und
Feststellen, wenn festgestellt wird, dass die
im Frame angezeigte MAC-Zieladresse in
der ersten fernen MAC-Tabelle als ferne
MAC-Adresse enthalten ist, der mit der fer-
nen MAC-Adresse in der ersten fernen
MAC-Tabelle assoziierten fernen hierarchi-
schen Adresse, Feststellen, anhand der
SFT, der lokalen Port-ID eines Ausgangs-
ports für die Switch-Adresse des zweiten
Edge-Switch, und Weiterleiten (560) des
Frame zu dem Port des ersten Edge-Switch
(310) mit der lokalen Port-ID zum Senden
zum zweiten Edge-Switch, wobei, wenn der
Frame vom ersten Edge-Switch zum zwei-
ten Edge-Switch über einen Core-Switch
gesendet wird, der Core-Switch eine lokale
Port-ID eines Ausgangsports für den zwei-
ten Edge-Switch von seiner SFT lediglich
auf der Basis der Switch-Adresse des zwei-
ten Edge-Switch feststellt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das, wenn festgestellt
wird, dass die im Frame angezeigte MAC-Zieladres-
se nicht in der ersten fernen MAC-Tabelle als ferne
MAC-Adresse enthalten ist, Folgendes beinhaltet:

Verkapseln des Frame mit der mit dem ersten
Port assoziierten hierarchischen Adresse, um
einen verkapselten Frame zu erzeugen; und
Fluten des verkapselten Frame gemäß einem
Spanning Tree Protocol STP.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die SFTs gemäß
einem Protokoll ausgefüllt werden, das Geringste-
Kosten- und Gleiche-Kosten-Pfade bestimmt.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei SFT-Einträge
nicht verfallen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das ferner den Schritt
des Depopulierens von SFTs als Reaktion auf
Topologieänderungsbenachrichtigungen beinhal-
tet.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, das ferner den Schritt
des Anzeigens beinhaltet, dass der erste Port Fra-
mes in Reihenfolge empfangen muss.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, das ferner Folgendes

beinhaltet:

Empfangen, durch einen zweiten Edge-Switch,
des verkapselten Frame; und
Feststellen, ob der zweite Edge-Switch eine lo-
kale MAC-Tabelle hat, die die MAC-Zieladresse
beinhaltet.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Topologieän-
derungsbenachrichtigungen negative MAC Notifica-
tion, MN, Frames umfassen.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, das ferner Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Empfangen, durch einen Core-Switch, des ver-
kapselten Frame; und
Aktualisieren der SFT, so dass sie anzeigt, dass
Frames über STP zum ersten Edge-Switch wei-
terzuleiten sind.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, das ferner, wenn fest-
gestellt wird, dass der zweite Edge-Switch eine lo-
kale MAC-Tabelle hat, die die MAC-Zieladresse ent-
hält, Folgendes beinhaltet:

Addieren der MAC-Quelladresse und der hier-
archischen Adresse des verkapselten Frame zu
einer fernen MAC-Tabelle des zweiten Edge-
Switch;
Entfernen der hierarchischen Adresse von dem
verkapselten Frame zum Bilden eines entkap-
selten Frame; und
Weiterleiten des entkapselten Frame zu einem
zweiten Host-Gerät, das an einem zweiten Port
angeschlossen ist und die MAC-Zieladresse
hat.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das ferner den Schritt
des Zurückgebens eines zweiten Frame von dem
zweiten Host-Gerät zum ersten Host-Gerät über ei-
nen Geringste-Kosten-Pfad beinhaltet, wobei der
zweite Frame die MAC-Adresse des ersten Host, die
MAC-Adresse des zweiten Host und die hierarchi-
sche Adresse des ersten Ports anzeigt.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das ferner Folgendes
beinhaltet:

Zurückgeben eines MAC-Benachrichtigungs-
frame vom zweiten Port zum ersten Port über
einen Geringste-Kosten-Pfad, wobei der MAC-
Benachrichtigungs-Frame Folgendes umfasst:

eine hierarchische Adresse des zweiten
Ports;
die MAC-Adresse des ersten Host; und
die MAC-Adresse des zweiten Host; und
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Aktualisieren der ersten fernen MAC-Tabel-
le, so dass sie die MAC-Adresse des zwei-
ten Host und die hierarchische Adresse des
zweiten Ports beinhaltet.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, das ferner den Schritt
des Sendens eines MAC-Benachrichtigungs-Frame
vom ersten Port zum zweiten Port beinhaltet, der
anzeigt, dass der erste Port Frames der Reihenfolge
nach empfangen muss.

14. Netzwerk, das Folgendes umfasst:

Mittel, konfiguriert zum Ausführen des Verfah-
rens nach einem vorherigen Anspruch.

Revendications

1. Procédé de réacheminement de trames dans un ré-
seau, comportant :

charger une SFT (switch forwarding table - table
de réacheminement de commutateurs) (317,
327, 337, 347, 357) de chaque commutateur
d’infrastructure actif (320, 330) et chaque com-
mutateur de périphérie actif (310, 340, 350)
dans un réseau avec une adresse hiérarchique
pour un commutateur d’infrastructure et com-
mutateur de périphérie actifs sur deux dans le
réseau, chaque adresse hiérarchique compre-
nant une adresse de commutateur pour chaque
autre commutateur d’infrastructure actif et cha-
que autre commutateur de périphérie actif sur
deux et un ID de port local d’un port de sortie
sur le commutateur d’infrastructure actif particu-
lier (320, 330) ou le commutateur de périphérie
actif particulier ayant la table de réachemine-
ment de commutateurs particuliers indiquant le
port particulier en provenance duquel des tra-
mes peuvent être envoyées à chacun desdits
autres commutateurs d’infrastructure actifs et
autres commutateurs de périphérie actifs ;
charger une première table de réacheminement
MAC (media access control - contrôle d’accès
au support) locale (311 314) dans un premier
commutateur de périphérie (310) avec des
adresses MAC de dispositifs hôtes locaux atta-
chés à un premier port du premier commutateur
de périphérie (310), avec une correspondance
entre chacune des adresses MAC et une adres-
se hiérarchique associée au premier port,
l’adresse hiérarchique comprenant une adresse
de commutateur du premier commutateur de
périphérie et un ID de port local du premier port
dans le premier commutateur de périphérie ;
charger une première table de réacheminement
MAC à distance (315 - 316) dans le premier com-

mutateur de périphérie (310) avec des adresses
MAC à distance de dispositifs hôtes à distance
qui sont attachés à d’autres ports du premier
dispositif périphérique (310) et qui ont été en
communication avec au moins l’un des disposi-
tifs hôtes locaux, ainsi qu’avec une correspon-
dance entre chacune des adresses MAC à dis-
tance et une adresse hiérarchique à distance
associée à un deuxième port sur un deuxième
commutateur de périphérie auquel un dispositif
hôte à distance particulier est attaché, l’adresse
hiérarchique à distance comprenant l’adresse
de commutateur du deuxième commutateur de
périphérie et un ID de port local du deuxième
port ;
recevoir (505) au niveau du premier port du pre-
mier commutateur de périphérie (310) une tra-
me indiquant une adresse MAC de destination
en provenance d’un premier dispositif hôte
local ;
déterminer si l’adresse MAC de destination est
incluse comme adresse MAC dans la première
table MAC locale ;
s’il est déterminé que l’adresse MAC de desti-
nation indiquée dans la trame est incluse dans
la première table MAC locale, envoyer la trame
du premier port du premier commutateur de pé-
riphérie (310) jusqu’à un dispositif hôte local
connecté au premier port ;
s’il est déterminé que l’adresse MAC de desti-
nation n’est pas incluse dans la première table
MAC locale, alors :

déterminer (510) si l’adresse MAC de des-
tination est incluse comme adresse MAC à
distance dans la première table MAC à
distance ; et
s’il est déterminé que l’adresse MAC de
destination indiquée dans la trame est in-
cluse dans la première table MAC à distan-
ce comme adresse MAC à distance, déter-
miner l’adresse hiérarchique à distance as-
sociée à l’adresse MAC à distance dans la
première table MAC à distance, déterminer,
à partir de la SFT, l’ID de port local d’un port
de sortie pour l’adresse de commutateur du
deuxième commutateur de périphérie et
réacheminer (560) la trame jusqu’au port du
premier commutateur de périphérie (310)
ayant l’ID de port local pour l’envoyer au
deuxième commutateur de périphérie, dans
lequel, si la trame est envoyée du premier
commutateur de périphérie jusqu’au
deuxième commutateur de périphérie par
le biais d’un commutateur d’infrastructure,
le commutateur d’infrastructure détermine
un ID de port local d’un port de sortie pour
le deuxième commutateur de périphérie à
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partir de sa SFT en se basant uniquement
sur l’adresse de commutateur du deuxième
commutateur de périphérie.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel, s’il
est déterminé que l’adresse MAC de destination in-
diquée dans la trame n’est pas incluse dans la pre-
mière table MAC à distance comme adresse MAC
à distance, le procédé comporte par ailleurs les éta-
pes consistant à :

encapsuler la trame avec l’adresse hiérarchique
associée au premier port pour créer une trame
encapsulée ; et
effectuer une inondation de la trame encapsulée
en fonction d’un STP (spanning tree protocol -
protocole d’arbre maximal).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
SFT sont chargées en fonction d’un protocole qui
détermine les chemins de moindres coûts et de coûts
identiques.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les
entrées des SFT ne sont pas éliminées par vieillis-
sement.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comportant par
ailleurs l’étape consistant à décharger les SFT en
réponse à des notifications de changement de topo-
logie.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comportant par
ailleurs l’étape consistant à indiquer que le premier
port a besoin de recevoir des trames dans l’ordre.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comportant par
ailleurs les étapes consistant à :

recevoir, par un deuxième commutateur de pé-
riphérie, la trame encapsulée ; et
déterminer si le deuxième commutateur de pé-
riphérie a une table MAC locale qui comprend
l’adresse MAC de destination.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel les
notifications de changement de topologie compor-
tent des trames MN (MAC Notification - notification
MAC).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comportant par
ailleurs les étapes consistant à :

recevoir, par un commutateur d’infrastructure,
la trame encapsulée ; et
effectuer une mise à jour de la SFT pour indiquer
que des trames devraient être réacheminées
jusqu’au premier commutateur de périphérie par

le biais du STP.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel s’il est
déterminé que le deuxième commutateur de péri-
phérie a une table MAC locale qui comprend l’adres-
se MAC de destination, le procédé comporte par
ailleurs les étapes consistant à :

ajouter l’adresse MAC de source et l’adresse
hiérarchique de la trame encapsulée à une table
MAC à distance du deuxième commutateur de
périphérie ;
supprimer l’adresse hiérarchique de la trame
encapsulée pour former une trame décapsulée ;
et
réacheminer la trame décapsulée jusqu’à un
deuxième dispositif hôte attaché à un deuxième
port et ayant l’adresse MAC de destination.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comportant par
ailleurs l’étape consistant à renvoyer une deuxième
trame du deuxième dispositif hôte jusqu’au premier
dispositif hôte par le biais d’un chemin de moindres
coûts, la deuxième trame indiquant l’adresse MAC
du premier hôte, l’adresse MAC du deuxième hôte
et l’adresse hiérarchique du premier port.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comportant par
ailleurs les étapes consistant à :

renvoyer une trame de notification MAC du
deuxième port jusqu’au premier port par le biais
d’un chemin de moindres coûts, la trame de no-
tification MAC comportant :

une adresse hiérarchique du deuxième
port ;
l’adresse MAC du premier hôte ; et
l’adresse MAC du deuxième hôte ; et
effectuer une mise à jour de la première ta-
ble MAC à distance pour inclure l’adresse
MAC du deuxième hôte et l’adresse hiérar-
chique du deuxième port.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comportant par
ailleurs l’étape consistant à envoyer une trame de
notification MAC du premier port jusqu’au deuxième
port pour indiquer que le premier port a besoin de
recevoir des trames dans l’ordre.

14. Réseau, comportant :

un moyen configuré pour effectuer le procédé
selon l’une quelconque des revendications pré-
cédentes.
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